
419  OPTIONS NOTES CENTER LS=90 PS=51 PAGENO=1 Threads SORTSIZE=Max;

420

421  *IML fast;

422

423  data theta;

424  set _null_;

425  run;

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA has 0 observations and 0 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.01 seconds

      cpu time            0.03 seconds

426

427  %macro sz;

428  %do k=120 %to 121;

429

430  data form;

431  set wgtfrac;

432  if date ge (&k-119) and date le &k;

433  run;

434

435  *call NLPDD;

436

437  proc iml;

438  USE form;

439  read all var {date} into by_vars;

440  unique_rows=uniqueby(by_vars,1,1:nrow(by_vars));

441  read all var {logsize logbm mom} into char;

442  read all var {wgtfrac} into mkt;

443  read all var {ret} into ret;

444  read all var {stocks} into stocks;

445  onemgam=1-5;

446  div = J(nrow(unique_rows),1,1/nrow(unique_rows));

447

448

449  start opt(x) global(mkt, char, ret, stocks, onemgam, unique_rows, by_vars, div);

450

451  do i=1 to nrow(unique_rows);

452            if i=nrow(unique_rows) then index=unique_rows[i]:nrow(by_vars);

453            else index=unique_rows[i]:unique_rows[i+1]-1;

454            mktb=mkt[index,];

455            retb=ret[index,];

456            charb=char[index,];

457            stocksb=max(stocks[index,]);

458            portret=((1+(mktb+(1/stocksb)*charb*x`)`*retb)**onemgam)/onemgam;

459            port=port//portret;

460  end;

461  f=port`*div;

462  return(f);

463  finish opt;

464

465  *initial values;

466  x0 = j(3,1,1/3);

467  optn={1 3};



468  ter={100000};

469

470  *run Sharpe Ratio;

471  call NLPDD(rcsr,xtheta,"opt",x0,optn,) tc=ter ; *This is the non-linear function; *rc

471!  is the vector of weights;

472  thetanames={'sizetheta' 'bmtheta' 'momtheta'};

473  create theta1 from xtheta[colname=thetanames];

474  append from xtheta;

475  quit;

476  run;

477

478  data theta1;

479  set theta1;

480  date=&k+1;

481  run;

482

483  data theta;

484  set theta theta1;

485  run;

486

487  %end;

488  %mend sz;

489  %sz;

NOTE: There were 1245798 observations read from the data set WORK.WGTFRAC.

NOTE: The data set WORK.FORM has 347593 observations and 14 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           1.45 seconds

      cpu time            0.32 seconds

NOTE: IML Ready

NOTE: Module OPT defined.

NOTE: ABSGCONV convergence criterion satisfied.

NOTE: Exiting IML.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA1 has 1 observations and 3 variables.

NOTE: 19159 workspace compresses.

NOTE: PROCEDURE IML used (Total process time):

      real time           4.00 seconds

      cpu time            4.07 seconds

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA1.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA1 has 1 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.01 seconds

      cpu time            0.01 seconds

NOTE: There were 0 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA.

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA1.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA has 1 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds



      cpu time            0.00 seconds

NOTE: There were 1245798 observations read from the data set WORK.WGTFRAC.

NOTE: The data set WORK.FORM has 349081 observations and 14 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           1.70 seconds

      cpu time            0.36 seconds

NOTE: IML Ready

NOTE: Module OPT defined.

NOTE: ABSGCONV convergence criterion satisfied.

NOTE: Exiting IML.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA1 has 1 observations and 3 variables.

NOTE: 17961 workspace compresses.

NOTE: PROCEDURE IML used (Total process time):

      real time           3.77 seconds

      cpu time            3.79 seconds

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA1.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA1 has 1 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA.

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA1.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA has 2 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

490  run;

491

492  data theta2;

493  set _null_;

494  run;

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA2 has 0 observations and 0 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

495

496  %macro sz;

497  %do k=120 %to 121;

498



499  data form;

500  set wgtfrac;

501  if date ge (&k-119) and date le &k;

502  run;

503

504  data formequal;

505  set equal;

506  if date ge (&k-119) and date le &k;

507  run;

508

509  *call NLPDD;

510

511  proc iml;

512  USE form;

513  read all var {date} into by_vars;

514  index = 1:nrow(by_vars);

515  byvar_begin = uniqueby(by_vars, 1, index);

516  Ndates = nrow(byvar_begin);

517  byvar_end = byvar_begin[2:Ndates]-1 // nrow(by_vars);

518  onemgam=1-5;

519  port = J(Ndates,1,0);

520  div = J(Ndates,1,1/Ndates);

521

522  start opt(x) global(mkt, char, ret, stocks, onemgam, Ndates, byvar_begin, byvar_end,

522! port, div);

523  do i=1 to Ndates;

524      firstobs = byvar_begin[i];

525      lastobs = byvar_end[i];

526      USE form;

527      read point(firstobs:lastobs) var {logsize logbm mom} into char;

528      read point(firstobs:lastobs) var {wgtfrac} into mkt;

529      read point(firstobs:lastobs) var {ret} into ret;

530      USE formequal;

531      read point(i) var {stocks} into stocks;

532      portret=((1+(mkt+(1/stocks)*char*x`)`*ret)**onemgam)/onemgam;

533      port[i,] = portret;

534  end;

535  f=port`*div;

536  return(f);

537  finish opt;

538

539  *initial values;

540  x0 = j(3,1,1/3);

541  optn={1 3};

542  ter={100000};

543

544  *run Sharpe Ratio;

545  call NLPDD(rcsr,xtheta,"opt",x0,optn,) tc=ter ; *This is the non-linear function; *rc

545!  is the vector of weights;

546  thetanames={'sizetheta' 'bmtheta' 'momtheta'};

547  create thetax from xtheta[colname=thetanames];

548  append from xtheta;

549

550  quit;

551  run;

552



553  data thetax;

554  set thetax;

555  date=&k+1;

556  run;

557

558  data theta2;

559  set theta2 thetax;

560  run;

561

562  %end;

563  %mend sz;

564  %sz;

NOTE: There were 1245798 observations read from the data set WORK.WGTFRAC.

NOTE: The data set WORK.FORM has 347593 observations and 14 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           1.48 seconds

      cpu time            0.46 seconds

NOTE: There were 348 observations read from the data set WORK.EQUAL.

NOTE: The data set WORK.FORMEQUAL has 120 observations and 2 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.04 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

NOTE: IML Ready

NOTE: Module OPT defined.

NOTE: ABSGCONV convergence criterion satisfied.

NOTE: Exiting IML.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETAX has 1 observations and 3 variables.

NOTE: 14580 workspace compresses.

NOTE: PROCEDURE IML used (Total process time):

      real time           20.60 seconds

      cpu time            20.57 seconds

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETAX.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETAX has 1 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

NOTE: There were 0 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA2.

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETAX.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA2 has 1 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.01 seconds

      cpu time            0.01 seconds



NOTE: There were 1245798 observations read from the data set WORK.WGTFRAC.

NOTE: The data set WORK.FORM has 349081 observations and 14 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           1.70 seconds

      cpu time            0.23 seconds

NOTE: There were 348 observations read from the data set WORK.EQUAL.

NOTE: The data set WORK.FORMEQUAL has 120 observations and 2 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.01 seconds

      cpu time            0.01 seconds

NOTE: IML Ready

NOTE: Module OPT defined.

NOTE: ABSGCONV convergence criterion satisfied.

NOTE: Exiting IML.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETAX has 1 observations and 3 variables.

NOTE: 13680 workspace compresses.

NOTE: PROCEDURE IML used (Total process time):

      real time           19.46 seconds

      cpu time            19.40 seconds

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETAX.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETAX has 1 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETA2.

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THETAX.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THETA2 has 2 observations and 4 variables.

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time):

      real time           0.00 seconds

      cpu time            0.00 seconds

565  run;


